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The goal of the Pork The Other White Meat Â® campaign was to increase consumer demand for pork and to dispel
pork's reputation as a fatty protein. The Other White Meat campaign was developed to position pork as a good tasting,
versatile and nutritious meat that is easy to prepare and appropriate for any meal.

How many of you knew that I was interviewed by the Wall Street Journal a few weeks ago for an article they
were writing on pork? You see, the article was more about the science of pork than it was about cooking.
More specifically, it was about the science of breeding new varieties of pigs in the hope of making pork more
attractive to the average home cook. A few weeks ago my son, who has a bachelor pad not too far from us,
called up for some tips on cooking a pork roast that he was going to prepare for friends. The next day he
dropped by and when I asked him how the roast turned out he said, "Fine. He ranted about how his mother had
told him over and again that you always cook pork until it is well done, white all the way through, otherwise it
was unsafe to eat undoubtedly his mom had to smother the meat in gravy to make it palatable. Nothing my son
could say would allay his fears. He was convinced that my son and I must be morons not to know this. Prior to
the 70s most pigs were raised with little attention paid to their diets, other than to feed them plenty of
whatever was available. As a result pork was much fattier than it is today. As the health food craze begun to
gain momentum in the 70s, people began to demand foods they perceived as healthier and, at the time, pork
was not considered very lean and healthy. The pork industry responded to these consumer demands by
changing the way pigs were fed, and they were extremely successful. Today, cuts of pork such as chops or the
tenderloin are almost as lean as the white meat of a chicken and far more lean than beef. So, pork is healthier,
but does it taste as good? More on that shortly. But first, I want to touch on the other thing that occurred back
in the 70s, and that was the crackdown by the government on the sanitary conditions in which pigs were
raised. This was sparked by the same forces the spurred the pork industry to raise leaner pigs and has resulted
in Trichinosis being virtually eliminated from the pork that reaches our markets. Trichinosis, if you recall, was
the reason our mothers and grandmothers warned us to cook pork to death, and they did so with good reason.
Or so they thought. It was true that trichina, the parasite that can cause trichinosis, was present in the pigs
being raised and brought to market and that it would make you sick if the pork was not cooked to a high
enough temperature to kill the baddies. The industry was quite afraid of government intrusion, or even
lawsuits, resulting from people contracting trichinosis. As a result they came down too far on the side of
caution, recommending people cook pork to temperatures of degrees or higher. The truth is that trichina dies at
a temperature of degrees. But because the pork had a much higher fat content in the old days, cooking pork
well done could still result in juicy, tender meat. But as pork has become leaner, cooking pork properly has
become more difficult. This pretty much brings us full circle, back to the article that appeared in the WSJ
about the breeding of new pigs that can be lean and still be fun to eat. The answer is absolutely yes. Use the
picture below as a reference while I describe the most popular cuts of pork. There are four areas of the pig
referred to as the primal areas: The shoulder and upper part of the front leg subdivided into the butt and the
picnic. Cuts from this area tend to have the highest fat content, cost the least and have the most flavor. The
loin, or back, is the leanest area of the animal and generally requires the most care to produce tender, juicy
results. The side is where spare ribs come from, and The leg is where the ham comes from.
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Pork: Versatile and Healthy Protein. Pork today compares favorably for fat, calories and cholesterol with many other
meats and poultry. While providing a greater amount of vitamins and minerals, many cuts of pork are as lean or leaner
than chicken.

I was turned off by the dry, white, crumbly texture and the inability to cook most pork cutsâ€”with the
exception of some ribs or roastsâ€”in such a manner that I could retain the moisture and integrity of taste. The
boneless, center-cut pork chops, that were considered to be prime cuts, had become unpalatable. It was then
that I began to understand the depth of the political ploys that had turned traditional pork on its ear in favor of
factory-farmed white meat. The pork arm of the government, the National Pork Board , was established in
under the terms of the Pork Act, with the fluff name being the Pork Promotion, Research and Consumer
Information Act of The USDA maintains oversight for this program, as well as similar programs in other
industries. And while the U. Though nonconformist cattle ranchers wanted an opt-out for the tax, the Court
ruled, with a majority, that producers being forced to pay for the funding of government speech do not raise
First Amendment concerns. According to the First Amendment Center , Scalia defended the forced levies by
writing: Citizens may challenge compelled support of private speech, but have no First Amendment right not
to fund government speech. That is no less true when the funding is achieved through targeted assessments
devoted exclusively to the program to which the assessed citizens object. Back in , the Agriculture Department
held a referendum where pork producers voted to terminate the mandatory checkoff program, and this was in
spite of millions being poured into the campaign by the National Pork Producers Council NPPC to maintain
the status quo. In mid-January , Dan Glickman, who was the Secretary of Agriculture, released the voting
results and he prepared the USDA to move forward with termination of the checkoff program. Immediately,
the NPPC and large-industrial pork producers from Michigan successfully applied for a temporary restraining
order to halt the USDA elimination of the plunder program. Then came Ann Veneman, a Bush appointee from
Big Agra with her feet firmly planted in the biotech corporatocracy, who took over as Secretary of Agriculture
on January 20th Immediately, she overturned the results of the referendum, citing a voting technicality. And
this is in spite of the fact that both the General Accounting Office and Office of Inspector General had already
concluded that Dan Glickman had acted within his statutory authority for holding the referendum, and that the
proper voting controls were in place for the referendum. Most recently, Veneman trots the globe fighting the
war on obesity for global organizations and big government while maintaining posts as a Nestle board member
and a Director at Alexion Pharmaceuticals. During the s and s, cattle and pigs began to come predominantly
from the CAFO system. That time period saw the shift from the family farm to large industrial factory
farming. The confinement model aims at economies of scaleâ€”that is, the highest output at the lowest cost. In
the meat industry, this model sacrifices food quality and raises ethical concerns in order to maintain desired
profit margins. Those who decline to explore the facts of food politics still believe that the mega-industrial
food machine is the epitome of the free market. Nothing could be further from the truth. In the United States
as well as Europe, there are billions of dollars spent per year in government subsidies to support this model of
animal agriculture. First, the government subsidies artificially lower the cost of feed that saves the industry
billions per year. This allows for a large reduction in operating costs. The competitors of these
industrial-factory farms are those farmers who choose to farm their animals in diversified, pasture-based
systems where they produce their own forage, and without government subsidies. Additionally, farm bills
come with massive incentives to influence investment in the industrial-factory farming system, and this spurs
artificial growth. The Environmental Quality Incentives Program EQIP , a mandatory spending program, doles
out financial and technical assistance for agriculture conservation. This impacts the air, water, and land
quality. There are also public health consequences from the routine administration of antibiotics that is
necessary to keep animals alive within an intensely confined area. The government contributes to the cost of
conservation practices to clean up the mess to sustain profit margins in the industry and keep the industrial
farms operable. An EQIP contract can pay up to 90 percent of the costs for planning, design, capital, labor,
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maintenance, and training for conservation projects. The subsidies are just one reason why this industrial
agricultural model has been called unsustainable. Government policy has created CAFOs, and many years of
supplementary government policies serves to maintain their existence. If the industrial-factory model farmers
were left to clean up their own mess to sustain operations and pay their own costs, the industry model would
be unprofitable. Instead, these streams of subsidies enable low-cost industrial food and healthy profit margins,
and this is what the pasture-based farmers are up against. The food pyramid is a purely political animal
developed by politicians to serve political ends. The guidelines were heavily influenced by lobbying from the
food industry foot soldiers who vilified animal fat and won, in spite of the numerous, highly qualified
scientists who debunked their political agenda with the power of science. Dietary Guidelines for Americans,
first edition. Since that time, the government has had a non-scientific lock on dietary-nutritional central
planning. The nutrition central planning model has held steadfast on the notion that dietary fat is the enemy,
and thus planted the seeds for the low-fat revolution. As a response to the low-fat craze, the pork industry
began utilizing new feeding and breeding techniques. Essentially, the animals have been genetically altered to
produce a white, lean, dry meat product to adapt to the political-nutritional health models that were sweeping
the mainstream media and consumer consciousness. Many cuts of pork are now as lean as skinless chicken. A
pig is a mammal. Generally, pig meat does produce less saturated fat than that from ruminants such as cows,
which have four-compartment stomachs as opposed to the one stomach of a pig. When these animals are
raised within the boundaries of natural farming practices that include rotational grazing, grass-based animal
husbandry, and humane handling, the meat takes on a sharp, appealing, red color. The following is a snippet
from the website of Melo Farms of Yale, Michigan, where the proprietors raise Berkshire heritage pigs in a
natural environment as an alternative to the industrial CAFO system. Our pigs are life-lived animals that enjoy
pastured land every day. This gives our herd the luxury of playful socialization with each other rather than the
isolation of the single-stall pen system favored by the pork industry. Our pigs roam our pasture, run and romp
in the field, nestle with each other when sleeping, and move like an army of mini-hippos to play in favorite dig
holes. They have a shaded nest in the pasture, free-running clean water, and protection from predators. Their
bodies bear no signs of crowding stress such as ear or tail bites. Our Berkshire hogs are calm and playful and,
of course, full of personality! However, chefs and knowledgeable layman who have been cooking and eating
pasture-based pork have long been preparing safe pork dishes with the meat in a medium rare state. Meat
produced from the pasture-based model is lacking many or all of the risks posed by the industrial model that is
rife with safety concerns and is therefore heavily regulated. Yet the USDA claims that the revision was due to
improved methodology in animal feeding and housing, in spite of the fact that the industrial CAFO model is
under more scrutiny than ever for its use of intense confinement, pesticides, steroids, hormones, antibiotics,
and other unnatural agents.
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The Other White Meat" trademarks and related marketing properties. The transaction was approved by USDA pursuant
to its oversight role under the Pork Act, which set up the Pork Checkoff program and established the Pork Board to
administer it.

Baked Pork Chops Easy40 minsGluten-Free My favorite baked pork chops recipe â€” easy to make, nice and
juicy, and easy to customize with your favorite seasonings. Next up in our back-to-the-basics series this week
about how to bake proteins in the oven â€” my go-to method for how to make juicy, tender, flavorful oven
baked pork chops. When cooked properly, a nice thick pork chop can be an incredibly delicious, tender, juicy,
and versatile cut of meat. Nobody likes a dried out pork chop. All you need is this simple basic method plus a
few important tips. When it comes to purchasing pork chops, there are three important qualities to look for that
I highly, highly recommend: Thick-cut pork chops much easier to cook correctly than their thinner
counterparts. If your grocery store only offers really thinly-cut chops, just go to the meat counter and ask if
they can double-cut them cut them a bit more thick for you. I much prefer bone-in pork chops specifically, rib
chops or loin chops because they have the most flavor. But if you prefer the leaner boneless pork chops, those
will work too. Just be extra-careful not to overcook them. Be sure to also buy the freshest pork that you can
find. In general, you want to look for pork that is a deep reddish-pink or reddish-purple color, not grayish or
white. And the fat should be white and creamy, not dotted with dark spots. It should also be pretty firm, and
not soft and squishy. Or whatever your preferred cooking oil may be. An essential ingredient in our brine, and
also to season the pork. I typically like to use a simple garlic powder, salt and black pepper seasoning blend
with pork. And then serve it up with lots of fresh lemon slices, to brighten up the flavors. But feel free to use
whatever other dry seasonings you like. You will also need affiliate links included: But if not, any oven-proof
skillet that can sustain high heat will do. These will be essential for flipping the pork as it is searing. I
recommend these inch tongs from OXO. I really feel like this is a must with this recipe. And it is just as
helpful with cooking many other proteins besides pork too. Only downside is that it cannot be used inside the
oven. Dual-probe wireless meat thermometer: Submerge the pork chops in the saltwater and soak for at least
minutes, or up to 4 hours. Remove the pork chops and rinse them off with cold water. Then pat them dry with
paper towels and place on a clean plate. Brush the pork chops on both sides with olive oil. I like a mixture of
garlic powder, kosher salt and black pepper. Cook for minute, or until the bottom of the pork chops are
golden. Carefully use an oven mitt to move the entire pan to the oven, where the second side of the pork will
continue to sear. Then bake for 3 minutes, flip. Remove the pan from the oven, and transfer the pork to a clean
plate. Then tent the plate with aluminum foil andâ€¦ Rest the pork. Once the pork is ready to goâ€¦ Serve
warm! Or you can freeze it for up to 3 months. So be sure to turn on an exhaust fan above your stove if you
have one or open a window. Similar to chicken, pork does a brilliant job of adopting whatever flavors you
choose to use in your seasonings.
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Pictured: Braised Pork Chops and Fennel recipe from CHOW When you're sick of chicken and don't want to add any
more red meat to your diet, pork (the Other White Meat) is a fantastic and surprisingly lean protein choice that pairs well
with many different flavors.

I hope there are a few who can point that out to me! And the reason is because of the way Luke so often tells a
story in The Acts of the Apostles â€” he envelopes stories Now with that in mind Father, again we thank You
for the Scriptures. We thank You that holy men of old wrote as they were carried along by the Holy Spirit.
Now hear with me the word of God: But he became hungry, and was desiring to eat; but while they were
making preparations, he fell into a trance; and he saw the sky opened up, and an object like a great sheet
coming down, lowered by four corners to the ground, and there were in it all kinds of four-footed animals and
crawling creatures of the earth and birds of the air. But get up, go downstairs, and accompany them without
misgivings; for I have sent them Myself. And may God add His blessing. He died when I was in my late teens.
He lived on a farm. It was part of the same farm that we lived on. And for most of the time that I knew him, he
was riddled with arthritis Lived on his own my grandmother had died , and had a smallish farm. Kept some
chickens and a cow or two, but especially in the point of the story he always had one pig. He slaughtered this
pig just before Christmas â€” did it all himself â€” and then He had no refrigeration. There was no fridge of
any description in the house. He barely had electricity. And he would salt this pork, the whole side of the pig
would be salted, and it would be hung on a hook in the larder in the kitchen. And when I would visit, he would
go in there with a very sharp knife which he kept in a sort of pouch on the side of his hips. He would slice
some of this bacon actually it was just fat! Now I have to tell you that my grandfather lived until he was 95
years old, and never once was in hospital! But it was OK to eat locusts. It was to do with separating the people
of God, or separating Israel from the Canaanites. It was separating Israel from the surrounding nations.
Nothing would do that with greater force than food. I had a flat tire not so long ago, and the seminary had this
little relationship with a garage in Clinton so I drove there and asked them to fix this puncture that I had in my
tire. And there was a man there. It was hard to tell. He was sitting on a couple of tires, and on his lap was a
plate â€” a plastic plate with something hot and steaming. And I said to him it looked absolutely revolting!
Now, I had heard the word before. I never want to eat it! I have no aspirations whatsoever to eat it. Food will
divide you! And it certainly divided Israel from the surrounding nations. Imagine how difficult it would be to
invite folk to eat. Ask no questions for conscience sake; God alone is Lord of the conscience And she went to
extraordinary lengths. Took her all day. Warm, hot, with vegetables I thought it did the trick. And that was it.
And you know, he was a friend and still is sort of a friend, but I can tell you my wife was not fast pleased. It
took several days to calm her down from this debacle over food. Food will divide you. Peter is on the roof of a
house in Joppa. Peter is praying for perhaps extraordinary reasons. And three men have been sent to Peter.
These two things are going on simultaneously. God has been speaking to a man called Cornelius. But three
men, three soldiers, or two soldiers and a friend, perhaps, of Cornelius have been sent And food is being
prepared. And as he falls into this trance, he sees a vision of some kind, and a sheet, or the Greek seems to
suggest a container â€” even the sail of a sailboat, is lowered down from its four corners. And the idea of four
corners is somewhat suggestive of the largeness of this vision â€” the four corners of the earth. The Jews had
made several wrong conclusions about the food laws. They also â€” and Jesus picks this up in Mark 7 â€” they
also confused the outward and the inward. They believed that simply refraining from eating certain things
made them holy, and do you remember what Jesus says? And Peter is being asked to go to a a Gentile home;
and, b to have dinner with him. And he protests violently. Three times God says to him, and three times he
protests. Let me suggest just about four things. Let me have a go at that. The same kind of philosophy that
governs the Wicca nature religion, or the Druids. Some of you, on another score, may have come across the
name of Professor Andrew Lindsey. He received a D. Andrew Lindsey has written a book. Basically his view
is that God created all things equal â€” animals as well as human beings, and that part of our reflection of the
image of God is to treat animals on a par with human beings. I have no qualms about that whatsoever. But the
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imposition of that on the conscience of others, I do have problems with, because it imposes something on the
conscience of Jesus, because Jesus ate the Passover â€” roast lamb, as you will recall. That would be a
wonderful lesson to draw from this passage. A third lesson is more difficult and more sensitive. What exactly
is Peter being asked to do? You see, one of the things that had developed because of the kosher laws among
the Jews It was a reverse discrimination to the one that we presently see. And Peter is being asked as a Jew,
and a circumcised Jew and a kosher-abiding Jew, to go to the home of Cornelius, a Gentile, a Roman soldier,
and have a meal with him. It would be on a par with that. I went on a trip one time to India, and on another
occasion went on another trip to Pakistan to visit some missionaries. But I was given very strict instructions on
more than one occasion: Do not refuse this food. Do not, under any circumstances, spit it out. Do not say some
disparaging remarks about not liking X, Y, or Z. I was glad to get home, and I did spend several days in
hospital when I got home from Pakistan, but I ate it. And Paul withstood him to the face. This is the most
important chapter in the Bible because this is the moment when the gospel is now going to spread to the end of
the world: There is no longer Jew nor Gentile, slave nor free, born Scythian or whatever, because we are all
one in Jesus Christ, and there is only one way of salvation: That was a hard lesson, my friends. Because do
you notice on a more personal level that Peter has a terrible habit. Now I have habits But I have habits, and
Peter has a habit. Do you remember at Caesarea Philippi when Jesus began openly to say that He would be
taken to Jerusalem and there would be put to death by those scribes and Pharisees, and so on? And remember
what Peter said? A new world order is dawning here in Acts 10, from old covenant to new covenant. May
these lessons be applied to our hearts. Father, we thank You for this extraordinary passage, and we pray that
these lessons This transcribed message has been lightly edited and formatted for the web page. No attempt has
been made, however, to alter the basic extemporaneous delivery style, or to produce a grammatically accurate,
publication-ready manuscript conforming to an established style template. This transcribed message has been
lightly edited and formatted for the Web site.
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Pork, the Other White Meat. Any way you slice it, pork is a big part of American cuisine. Boil it, bake it, fry it, broil it, it's
all good! Added by sirbojangl.

Home Features Lifestyle Pork: The other white meat Pork: The other white meat By Sydney Johnson Contributing columnist Sydney Johnson - I typically preach about consuming fruits and vegetables and the
importance of incorporating other food groups around these nutrient-rich foods. Today I am choosing to focus
on a food that has been in the press quite a bit lately, but also one that is produced locally throughout our
county. Pork is a versatile meat that can be cooked and seasoned in a multitude of ways, providing different
flavors and textures for all to enjoy. When we think about healthy diets, especially those that are ranked as
healthy dietary patterns from reputable sources such as the US News and World Report, we tend to think of
fruits, vegetables, and lean meats such as poultry and fish. However, another healthy lean meat option we tend
to miss is lean pork. In fact, some cuts of pork, such as pork tenderloin, is now as lean as skinless chicken
breast. The pork tenderloin is certified as heart-healthy by the American Heart Association, meaning it
contains less than 6. The top lean cuts of pork include sirloin pork chop, ribeye pork chop, porterhouse pork
chop, New York pork chop, New York pork roast, pork tenderloin, and ground pork 98 percent lean. Along
with protein, pork is an excellent source of vitamins and minerals such as thiamin, selenium, niacin, vitamin
B6 and phosphorous. In addition to the many benefits of eating lean cuts of pork, pork can also be cooked to a
lower temperature of degrees Fahrenheit. In , studies reported that degrees Fahrenheit is a safe internal
temperature for whole-muscle cuts of pork that also results in a juicy and tender meat. This summer I took an
Environmental Health graduate course and learned that this new temperature of is partly in place due to the
safe growing practices placed upon the hog farming industry. This lower temperature results in a better and
more enjoyable eating experience when consuming pork. Upon cooking, measure the internal temperature of
the pork cut with a digital thermometer and allow it to rest for 3 minutes. If cooking ground pork, the safe
internal temperature is degrees Fahrenheit. Pork is a delicious, and nutritious meat to add to your diet. Be sure
to choose leaner cuts of pork, even trimming the fat from meat before cooking, for a healthy diet. Here is a
delicious pork tenderloin recipe from the American Heart Association that includes fresh, in-season produce.
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According to one definition of white and red meat, which measures certain proteins in meat, pork is in
between chicken and red meat beef. But the USDA and most food scientists and nutritionists consider pork to
be red meat. Still, pork has become leaner over the years. Many cuts have at least 30 percent less fat than a
few decades ago, thanks to changes in the breeding and feeding of hogs. In fact, some cuts are actually among
the leanest meats: However, fattier cuts of pork and pork-based products such as sausage, bacon, and ribs
â€”still the most popular fareâ€”are hard to justify as a regular part of a heart-healthy diet. Research
comparing the potential health risks of pork and beef or lamb has yielded inconsistent resultsâ€”not surprising,
since each of these meats varies so much and is prepared and eaten in different ways. Take colorectal cancer
risk, for example. An analysis of 19 studies , published in the International Journal of Cancer in , found no link
between pork consumption and colorectal cancer, while beef and lamb were associated with an increased risk.
But they noted that there were few studies looking at pork intake, and the studies varied in design, so more
research is needed. These researchers suggested that the high fat content of many types of pork, as well as the
nitrite preservatives used in cured pork, may increase the risk of colorectal cancer. Notably, vast amounts of
waste in the closed facilities produce noxious fumes that are hazardous for the pigs, the workers , and the
environment. The air in pig farm facilities has been linked with an array of respiratory problems in workers. A
investigative report called Pig Tales: As with all animal products, the alternative is to buy pork from sources
that raise pigs more humanely and to support organizations trying to reduce needless suffering of farm
animals. But trichinosis in pigs has been on the decline for decades, thanks to improved production methods,
and it has been virtually eliminated from pork in the U. The leaner the meat, the more quickly it will cook.
Trimming visible fat will cut calories, too. Limit portion sizes to 3 to 5 ounces, which is good advice for all
meats. Meat can go a long way in kabobs and stir-fry dishes. To cut down on sodium and nitrites, limit or
avoid cured pork products such as bacon, ham, and other cold cuts. Experiment with seasonings such as
mustard, ginger, thyme, rosemary, mint, garlic, fennel seed, or oregano. You can also glaze pork with
marmalade blended with some lemon juice to cut the sweetness.
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In , the Pork The Other White Meat campaign from the National Pork Board helped to raise consumer awareness of how
lean pork can actually be. In fact, some cuts of pork, such as pork tenderloin, is now as lean as skinless chicken breast.

USDA reports, â€” figures, [9]: Pork is popular throughout eastern Asia and the Pacific, where whole roast pig
is a popular item in Pacific Island cuisine. It is consumed in a great many ways and highly esteemed in
Chinese cuisine. The colours of the meat and the fat of pork are regarded as more appetizing, while the taste
and smell are described as sweeter and cleaner. It is also considered easier to digest. In China, pork is so
important that the nation maintains a "strategic pork reserve". In the Philippines , due to years of Spanish
colonization and influence, lechon , which is an entire roasted suckling pig, is the national delicacy. Pork may
be cooked from fresh meat or cured over time. Cured meat products include ham and bacon. The carcass may
be used in many different ways for fresh meat cuts , with the popularity of certain cuts and certain carcass
proportions varying worldwide. Fresh meat[ edit ] Most of the carcass can be used to produce fresh meat and
in the case of a suckling pig , the whole body of a young pig ranging in age from two to six weeks is roasted.
Ham is a popular pork product. Pork is particularly common as an ingredient in sausages. Many traditional
European sausages are made with pork, including chorizo , fuet , Cumberland sausage and salami. Many
brands of American hot dogs and most breakfast sausages are made from pork. Processing of pork into
sausages and other products in France is described as charcuterie. Ham and bacon are made from fresh pork by
curing with salt pickling or smoking. Shoulders and legs are most commonly cured in this manner for Picnic
shoulder and ham , whereas streaky and round bacon come from the side round from the loin and streaky from
the belly. Non-western cuisines also use preserved meat products. For example, salted preserved pork or red
roasted pork is used in Chinese and Asian cuisine. Bacon is defined as any of certain cuts of meat taken from
the sides, belly or back that have been cured or smoked. In continental Europe, it is used primarily in cubes
lardons as a cooking ingredient valued both as a source of fat and for its flavour. In Italy , besides being used
in cooking, bacon pancetta is also served uncooked and thinly sliced as part of an antipasto. Bacon is also used
for barding roasts, especially game birds. Bacon is often smoked with various wood fuels for up to ten hours.
Bacon is eaten fried, baked, or grilled. A side of unsliced bacon is a "flitch" or "slab bacon", while an
individual slice of bacon is a "rasher" Australia, Ireland, New Zealand and the United Kingdom or simply a
"slice" or "strip" North America. Slices of bacon are also known as " collops ". Traditionally, the skin is left
on the cut and is known as "bacon rind". Rindless bacon, however, is quite common. In both Ireland and the
United Kingdom , bacon comes in a wide variety of cuts and flavours, and is predominantly known as "streaky
bacon", or "streaky rashers". Bacon made from the meat on the back of the pig is referred to as "back bacon"
and is part of traditional full breakfast commonly eaten in Britain and Ireland. The canned meat Spam is made
of chopped pork shoulder meat and ham. Industrial raw material[ edit ] Due to the fact that pigs can eat unused
food originally meant for humans, and due to high availability of such food in many industrialized countries,
pork and other products from pigs have become securely sourced and low-priced commodities. This makes pig
products very popular as raw material in many industrially produced products.
8: Pork: The Other Red Meat | Berkeley Wellness
Wednesday Evening. November 15, Acts To the Ends of the Earth Pork â€” the Other White Meat. Dr. Derek W. H.
Thomas. Now turn with me once again to The Acts of the Apostles, or The Acts of Jesus Christ, or even The Acts of the
Holy Spirit.

9: Pork, the Other White Meat - How many have you tried?
The Other White Meat." was an advertising slogan developed by advertising agency Bozell, Jacobs, Kenyon & Eckhardt
in for the National Pork Board. The campaign was paid for using a checkoff fee (tax) collected from the initial sale of all
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pigs and pork products, including imports.
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China (Oxford Geological Science) Christmas Carolers Book In Song Story The broken empire series Diabetic meal plan
south africa Learning Biblical Hebrew New Adventures of Mary-Kate Ashley #46: The Case of the Unicorn Mystery
Income and expenditure patterns of urban Black multiple households in the OFS Goldfields, 1985 Franklins Picnic (Kids
Can Read) Book of Caloric fireless cook stove recipes Musical life of the Crystal Palace National security paper
[submitted by Chudamani Ratnam]. Extract signature from Favorite Tales from Shakespeare From Myth to Modernity
This explains a lot Stage Fright (Ghostville Elementary (Library)) When Vera was sick
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